
Patrol tent pitching   -      for tents with a flysheet if no flysheet just miss out the flysheet 

instructions 

 pegs knocked in at 45 deg to the ground (everyone practise) 

 

 

 

1. lay the ridge pole on the ground where you want 

the centre of the tent. 

2. knock in a peg at each end of the ridge pole (for 

the doors) 

3. walk about 2 m away from the ridge pole then 3 m 

right and left and knock main guy pegs about 2/3 of 

the way in. 

4. lay the flysheet next to the ridge pole and open it 

5. position the ridge pole on the centre of the flysheet 

6. lay the tent on top of the flysheet next to the ridge 

pole and open it 

7. thread the ridge pole through the loops in the tent 

8. put the poles with their bases by the pegs where 

the ridge pole was 

9. fold over the inner tent 

10. put the uprights through the ridge pole and eyelet 

in the inner tent 

11. fold over the flysheet 

12. position the spacer between the tent and flysheet 

and the main guy dollies on the spike outside the 

flysheet. 

13. undo the main guys. 

 

14. lift the tent into position 

15. hook the mains guys onto the pegs and tighten 

them so the poles are upright and by the door pegs. 

The tent will now stand up. 

 

16. lace up the doors and hook the door brailings 

onto the door pegs. 

 

Now pitch the inner tent. Keep the guy lines long so 

they lift the walls. 

 

17. Put in the 4 corner guys, pull them out long and 

at 45 deg. to the tent. 

18. Put in the side guys pulled out long and in line 

with the seams. 

19. Put in the brailing pegs 

 

20. Peg out the flysheet so it does not touch the inner 

tent, long guy lines. 

 

21. Remove the main guy pegs and reposition to 

storm lash the tent. The guys should not touch the 

tent of other guys. 

 


